Experience the

FRANKIA TITAN
FRANKIA TITAN 2022 ON A FIAT DUCATO PLATFORM WITH AL-KO LOW-FRAME

Strong stance
Every FRANKIA TITAN is unique, but they are all driven by the same
goal: To give you independence on the road and create your own
personal comfort zone. There are no compromises here: This
motorhome is designed for maximum driving pleasure and features
a unique technology package with a luxurious interior. Everything is
based on the highest standards of quality, style and equipment.

Travelling with the TITAN
Fiat expertise
Living / round seating groups
Kitchen
Sleeping
Spa-like bathroom
TITAN features at a glance
Technology
TITAN NEXT
Standard equipment
Floor plans
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Fiat driving at its finest: Drive in style with the FRANKIA TITAN!
The car-like exterior design exudes exclusivity and makes a bold statement.
FRANKIA I 790 GD TITAN (example) 3

A strong partnership
What makes Fiat and FRANKIA such a perfect team?
Whether one-of-a-kind double floor or maximum driving
pleasure: The powerful Fiat Ducato with an AL-KO lowframe is the perfect basis for us to create exceptional
motorhomes that satisfy your unique needs and wishes.

Versatility and individuality on a Fiat Ducato platform with an AL-KO low-frame.
The new TITAN NEXT, F-Line I 680 PLUS, F-Line I 740 GD and the F-Line A 740 PLUS (left to right)
4 (example)

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS
FOR OVER 35 YEARS
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A clear statement
The FRANKIA TITAN 890 I doesn’t hide its grandeur. Why
think small when you can get this much comfort? The
luxury liner exceeds all standards with its bar-style seating
featuring a multimedia workspace – and offers nearly 9 m
of pure luxury, 2.03 m of headroom throughout and 2.10 m
long XL separate beds or a 1.60 m wide queen-size bed.

6 FRANKIA I 890 GD-B TITAN / FRANKIA I 890 QD-B TITAN (example)
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8 FRANKIA I 790 GD TITAN

Individualistic
Trends come and go. Real style is timeless and shows
personality. FRANKIA TITAN understands this. Sophisticated materials are used inside the vehicle to create pure
elegance, fresh contrasts and light-flooded spaces for your
enjoyment. The stepless interior in this luxury liner boasts
2.03 m of headroom for unique, loft-like charm.
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10 FRANKIA I 840 PLUS TITAN

Charismatic
The unique character of the FRANKIA TITAN 840 PLUS
stands out even among other luxury liners: It sets new
benchmarks when it comes to one-of-a-kind living concepts
and spaciousness. The combination of a light-flooded
round seating group and FRANKIA’s largest MaxiFlex kitchen
creates an incomparable lounge atmosphere.
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Indulgent
Holidays mean freedom. The freedom to do anything or
nothing at all. You decide where your journey will take
you – even in the kitchen: FRANKIA’s sophisticated MaxiFlex kitchen gives you the freedom to cook your favourite
cuisine with ample space, flexible expansion options and
all kinds of practical solutions.

12 FRANKIA TITAN NEXT
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Perfect time
In the FRANKIA TITAN you can turn night into day whenever you like – or vice versa. The bedroom in your luxury liner
features high-quality materials and has plenty of light and
space for you to relax and take a break from it all. And it’s
up to you how you want to sleep: In separate beds, in the
extra-wide queen-size bed or in the power drop-down bed.

14 FRANKIA I 890 QD-B TITAN
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Great freedom
FRANKIA’s spa-like bathroom offers you plenty of
space and luxurious comfort, just like you’re used to
at home. Elegant surfaces, high-quality materials,
flexible storage space and innovative details make
this possible.

16 FRANKIA I 840 QD TITAN
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Impressive
performance
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Highlights of the
FRANKIA TITAN

More ground-breaking ideas –
thanks to strong partners

The FRANKIA TITAN is the all-rounder among the luxury liners on
a Fiat Ducato platform. Choose from nine integrated floor plans
with a length of eight to nine metres. Whether large round seating
group, power drop-down bed, separate beds or extra-wide queensize bed – it’s up to you how you want to live and sleep.

Never rest, continue to improve, create something special
– this has always been our aim with FRANKIA models
on a Fiat Ducato platform with an AL-KO low frame.
36 years ago, today and tomorrow.

Way more
storage space

More standard features
for maximum comfort

Extra-large rear storage compartment with a height of
1.24 m, FRANKIA double floor (stepless and heated) with
a continuous height of 35 cm and many clever storage
solutions in the interior

Fully insulated Thermo Guard Plus wall structure with
11-year warranty, Alde Compact hot water heating
system, up to 300 l XL fresh water tank

More driving pleasure
with Fiat Ducato

More technology for
greater independence

All inclusive: New cockpit, 90 l diesel tank, 9-speed
automatic gearbox, eco-friendly AdBlue Technology,
rear-view camera and much more

Only the FRANKIA TITAN has it: Unique technology
package including a 120 Ah LiFePO4 battery, 2 x
110 W high-performance solar system, 1,700 W sine
wave inverter and much more

More impressive than ever: Living and
travelling in the FRANKIA TITAN I 890

More freedom with the next-generation luxury
liner: FRANKIA TITAN Next

Luxury liner with a length of nearly 9 m, 5.5 t total
weight standard and bar-style seating. It’s your choice:
Separate beds with a length of 2.10 m or 1.60 m wide
queen-size bed

Enjoy greater independence: FRANKIA’s new luxury liner
sets new standards in self-sufficiency with the iNDUS
smart sanitation system

(examples) 19

Unique technology

2 x 110 W high-performance
solar system
Now with even more power – even with
little sunshine

1,700 W sine wave inverter
Use 230 V consumers without restrictions;
integrated mains priority circuit

CAC smart converter charger
Ensures that your LiFePO4 battery is
always charged quickly and safely

Battery booster
Quick charging of the on-board batteries –
even on short trips

20 FRANKIA I 790 GD TITAN (example)

120 Ah lithium battery
State-of-the-art technology: Safe,
maximum-capacity LiFePO4 technology

Battery computer /
solar remote display
Always in view: Current power consumption
and battery charge

TELECO satellite system
Always well informed and entertained:
With automatic HD satellite antenna

Aluminium rims
Standard in the FRANKIA TITAN

160 hp engine, 9-speed
automatic gearbox,
cruise control
Fiat Ducato 160 Multijet power: 9-speed
automatic gearbox – maximum driving
comfort and better utilisation of torque
(+5%); also eco-friendlier thanks to standard AdBlue engine (greater efficiency and
lower emissions)

5.5 metre awning
by THULE
Standard in the FRANKIA TITAN

Unique versatility
Nine FRANKIA TITAN floor plans
to choose from

FRANKIA
Thermo Guard Plus
Innovative wall and floor structure
with a wall thickness of 34 mm and
11 year water ingress warranty standard
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Next generation
If you thought you’d seen it all, you haven’t met
FRANKIA. We never settle for less and are always
looking for ways to improve our motorhomes so that
you can enjoy even more freedom and flexibility
on the road. Our new TITAN Next luxury liner takes
self-sufficiency to the next level.

22 FRANKIA TITAN NEXT

The iNDUS by Thetford now comes standard in the
FRANKIA TITAN Next. This smart sanitation system
is exceptionally hygienic and offers you up to
seven days of independence.
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24 FRANKIA TITAN NEXT

Innovative pathfinder
The new TITAN Next has all the features that make a
FRANKIA motorhome a luxury liner: A great foundation
and a unique technology package. XL straight kitchen and
face-to-face seating. Elegant design and one-of-a-kind
solutions. It even goes one step further when it comes to
style and innovation with a new bold exterior design and
practical details in the interior that you’ll only find in the
TITAN Next.
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Special upgrade
Why settle for less when you can have it
all? The FRANKIA TITAN is fully equipped.
It already has everything you need to travel self-sufficiently in style in the standard
equipment package.

Standard with FRANKIA: Attention to detail – elegant accents around the new queen-size bed
26

Convincing performance
FRANKIA TITAN standard equipment

790 | 840 | 890
Fiat Ducato chassis
40 Heavy Chassis
Driver and passenger airbag
160 hp
2.2 l Euro VI engine
Traction+ incl. electronic stability control (ESC)
and Hill Holder
Hill Descent Control
90 l diesel tank
Smart alternator 220 A
Cruise control
9-speed automatic gearbox
Manual climate control

Central control – easy to see and operate

Multifunction steering wheel
Leather steering wheel and gear shift knob
Steering wheel adjustable in height
Aluminium rims
5 t (tandem axle) technically permissible gross weight,
5.5 t – standard in the 890 and TITAN NEXT
Electrical auxiliary chassis heater for faster heating of the interior
AL-KO low-frame chassis
Reinforced front springs
Body
Thermo Guard Plus side walls with
11-year water ingress warranty
GFRP gelcoat white – hail resistant
Full-length, heated double floor with approx. 350 mm height
Central locking for body door and cab door via original vehicle key
Manual rear supports (n/a if optional air suspension ordered)
Power darkening blind

Power front darkening blind with privacy and sun visor function

Storage space | Windows | Doors
Storage spaces with LED lighting
LED storage space lighting underneath the seating area
Seitz S7 windows with tinted panes, fly screen and blind, installed
flush with the wall
Central supply system with water drum and self-retracting cable
reel with 15 m of cable
Fly screen integrated in the door frame and all roof hatches
Beds
Drop-down bed with power adjustment (in A-Class vehicles)
Electrical systems
MT 1700-Si-N/Sinus inverter
2x solar system 110 W with solar remote display, TITAN NEXT: 3x
solar system 110 W with solar remote display
MT 350 PP solar controller
MT 5000 iQ control (battery computer)

Full-length, heated FRANKIA double floor
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Convincing performance
FRANKIA TITAN standard equipment

790 | 840 | 890
120 Ah LiFePO4 battery
Battery booster 40 A
CBE BUS control panel with LCD screen
LED awning light with separate switchable motion sensor
Dimmable LED ambient lighting
Dimmable LED spot lights
LED reading lights
4x 230 V sockets
3 x USB sockets (4 x in A-Class with drop-down bed)
230 V socket in passenger side rear storage compartment
12 V socket in passenger side rear storage compartment
Multimedia | Radio | Satellite system
Alphatronics SL-Line 24 inch flat screen
(32 inch for 840 PLUS, 890 GD-B/QD-B and TITAN NEXT)
TELECO – TWIN FLATSAT EASY SMART S85 satellite system
Hookup for second TV in bedroom 12V/coax socket
Alpine X903D-DUCA 9 inch navigation system with DAB radio
High-quality roof combination antenna UKW/DAB+/GPS
Split rear-view camera with separate monitor
Upholstery | Cushions
Selection of wood/fabric combinations from six different design
options
Rear storage compartments | Bike mounts
Dimmable LED lighting

Rail system for securing cargo (for high rear storage compartments)
Washroom | Water supply
Approx. 150 l fresh water tank including adjustable 50 l drive
load (TITAN NEXT: approx. 250 l)
Approx. 130 l waste water tank
(TITAN NEXT: 105 l + 45 l holding tank)
Ceramic toilet (TITAN NEXT: Thetford iNDUS system)
Second Thetford Cassette (Exception: TITAN NEXT)
Air conditioning | Heating
Alde fan
Alde heat exchanger
Alde Compact 3020 HE hot water heating system
Duo Control for gas cylinders
Kitchen | Refrigerator | Hob
FRANKIA MaxiFlex kitchen: Uniquely functional modular kitchen
featuring a high-end HPL worktop with expandable surface
TecTower 10, opens on both sides
Awnings
Thule 5.5 m awning; awning housing in anthracite

Alphatronics SL 24 inch flat screen TV with DVB-S2/T2/C tuner,
DVD player and Bluetooth
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Awning – with optional integrated LED lighting profile

Environmentally friendly: Power from two solar panels

Self-retracting cable reel with 15 m of cable
and central supply system

A number of practical
USB sockets

Adjustable rear and
side flaps
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Free choice
The FRANKIA TITAN has the right floor plan for you.
It’s up to you how you want to live and travel.

Approx. length of motorhome
Maximum permissible
laden weight
Sleeping berths
Seats with seatbelts
Standard/optional

30 FRANKIA I 890 GD-B TITAN (example)

I 790

I 790 GD TITAN
7.9 m

I 790 QD TITAN
7.9 m

I 840

5.0 t/5.5 t

5.0 t/5.5 t

4

4

4/5

I 840 GD TITAN
8.4 m

5.0 t/5.5 t

4/6

4/5

4/5

I 840 QD TITAN
8.4 m

5.0 t/5.5 t

4/6

4/5

I 840 PLUS TITAN
5.0 t/5.5 t
8.4 m

2/4

2/4

I 890 GD-B TITAN
5.5 t
8.9 m

4

4

I 890 QD-B TITAN
5.5 t
8.9 m

4

4

ROUND SEATING GROUP ADDITIONAL REAR DROP-DOWN BED (OPTIONAL)

I 790 PLUS TITAN
5.0 t/5.5 t
8.0 m

2/4

2/4

ROUND SEATING GROUP

I 890
TITAN NEXT
7.9 m

5.5 t

4

4
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Conceptual design: GMK Medien. Marken. Kommunikation. | www.gmk.de
Photo: Studio Thomas Köhler | www.fotostudiothomaskoehler.de

It’s very simple:
Scan the QR code and download
the price list to your phone.

FRANKIA is a PILOTE Group company
FRANKIA-GP GmbH
Bernecker Straße 12 | 95509 Marktschorgast | Germany
Phone: +49 (0)92 27 738-0 | Fax: +49 (0)92 27 738-49
Email: info@frankia.de
Experience the world of FRANKIA online:
www.frankia.com

The illustrations in this catalogue are examples. They may contain accessories and extras that are not
included in standard equipment packages. The actual model versions may vary. Technical changes and
errors excepted. Equipment designated as standard and/or optional may vary from country to country.
The images may vary in colour for printing reasons. Printed in Germany.
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